På de etterfølgende sidene finner du følgende
dokumenter:
* COM/DCOM moduler for forskjellige former for datakryptering,
inkludert PKI-teknologi, dataoverføringer som FTP, HTTP, mail, fileupload.
* Java Beans for utvikling av funksjoner som kalender, presentasjon av grafer,
rapportgenerator m.m.

VisualSoft Technologies is an acknowledged market leader in COM/DCOM Components. These Components
are customizable. Developers and end-users alike have been delighted after using VisualSoft
Components.These Components save valuable time for developers while building their applications.Being
robust in architecture and scalable they can be incorporated in your applications without bother.

VisualSoft WebDev

VisualSoft NetDev

Add performence to your web apps

Add Powerful Networking functionality to your apps

VisualSoft WebDev is a suite of 9 power packed
tools that you will find to be handy while
developing interactive Web applications.Your
messaging needs, HTML file transfers,
encrypting and decrypting requirements are all
met with these COM / DCOM components.

VisualSoft NetDev is a bunch of 21 developer end
components that facilitates the development of
interactive applications in the areas of Internet, Intranet
and E commerce.These power packed components
have been built on robust architecture and support
popular IDEs such as VisualBasic,Delphi and C++.

The components in this Suite include

The components in this Suite include

VisualSoft FTP, VisualSoft HTTP, VisualSoft FileUpload, VisualSoft
Mail, VisualSoft Validator, VisualSoft DataManager, VisualSoft
Currency Exchange, VisualSoft Calci and VisualSoft VirtualDir.

VisualSoft FTP, VisualSoft HTTP, VisualSoft emailValidator, VisualSoft
Encode, VisualSoft Finger, VisualSoft Mail, VisualSoft FileUpload,
VisualSoft Socket, VisualSoft NNTP, VisualSoft MAPI, VisualSoft DNS,
VisualSoft Gopher, VisualSoft SNMP, VisualSoft IMAP, VisualSoft RAS,
VisualSoft Translate,VisualSoft LDAP, VisualSoft TelNet, VisualSoft URL
Validation, VisualSoft TFTP and VisualSoft MIME .

VisualSoft Crypt won Software
Development Magazine's Jolt
Productivity Award in the category of
"Libraries, Frameworks and Components".
The Jolt Awards were announced by CMP
Media's Software Development Magazine
recently at Software Development West
Conference and Exposition at San Jose,
CA.

Run on
www.visualmart.com

platform

VisualSoft Crypt - Award Winning Component*
Build your apps with strong security layer
Crypt provides security to sensitive data in your
application. It provides encryption and decryption
using standard cryptographic algorithms like DES,
Triple DES, Blow Fish, IDEA. It has both stream
cipher and block cipher algorithms. The component
can encrypt and decrypt plain text as well as files
of any format. It also supports MIME encryption.

VisualSoft FTP
Add File Transfer Power To Your Apps
VisualSoft FTP is a client side COM component
that can connect to a FTP Server and provide
all FTP related functionalities. The component
is robust and feature enriched. The component
can detect network error resulting to file transfer
failures and can also resume file transfer. The
component supports firewall authentication and
transfer files through HTTP proxy servers.
Supports Netscape and Microsoft HTTP Proxy
server. It can transfer multiple files from database
and supports wildcards.
VisualSoft DataManager
All in one: DataAccess , DataStorage & DataReporting
This component lets you cut through the complexity
of large database applications with fast and flexible
drill-down capabilities and rich report features, for
easy storage and retrieval of data. DataManager
makes it easier than ever for you to build scalable
data application which can be developed using
flexible interfaces for accessing them.

VisualSoft Mail
Add powerful messaging capabilities to your apps
Mail is a COM component that can be used to
send mails and retrieve mails from mail servers.
It is compliant with SMTP and POP3
protocols.The component can send mails in
Plain text, Rich text and HTML formats. It can
be used to send mails with Digital signature and
encryption. It supports S/MIME. The component
can also be used to upload attachment files from
client machine
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VisualSoft Validator
Increase your performance, Reduce your design testing life cycle
Validator is used for validating the values
entered by the End-user. This is a front-end
validation component that validates fields such
as E-mail address, URLs, Zip codes numeric,
Date and Credit Card numbers.
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VisualSoft HTTP
Web enable your Enterprise apps
Retrieving pages, submitting forms, automating
web-based activities, — all become easy with
VisualSoft HTTP. Your web-based applications
(VBScript, ASP, etc.) will download faster with
this COM component that can also be used in
Active Server Pages (ASP) or in any COM
environment. This COM component can be
used to connect to any HTTP Server and
retrieve pages. It supports all the HTTP
commands. It allows offline viewing and works
with HTTPS
VisualSoft Cart
Increase your service by adding e-commerce function
Is a COM component that allows users to create
a shopping cart. Any web developer can use
this component to hold data like Product SKU,
CustomerID, Discount on a product, total
amount spent etc. It provides flexiblility to add,
remove, modify or retrieve this information.
The user can save cart contents to XML, HTML,
Text files and also to the Database. The
component has an integrated mail facility for
sending email to customer upon purchase.
VisualSoft FileUpload
Enhance Your FileUpload Functionality
VisualSoft FileUpload is a Server Side COM
component, that can be used to upload files from
any client machine, to a Web server (supports
IIS, Apache, O’reilly, Netscape enterprise server
and Fasttrack Server using Chili ASP). The
Component can upload files to databases,
virtual directory, as well as to memory. It can
also download files.
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VisualSoft Technologies is an acknowledged market leader in Java Beans and products. Developers
and end-users alike have been delighted after using VisualSoft Java Beans.These Beans save
valuable time for developers while building their applications. Being robust in architecture and
scalable they can be incorporated in your applications without bother.

VisualSoft JBPro
Build Productivity apps for your businesses

VisualSoft FlexiReports
Add intelligence to your information

You can easily and quickly enhance

Meet the fact head-on. There is

your Java application’s user interface

no gainsaying the fact that all

with this collection of components.

positions in any organization

VisualSoft JBPro Suite provides Java

entail report submission. You

developers with a pack of highly

may be a CEO or a marketing vice president or a member of the

customizable Beans that can be used to add rich functionality to

sales team, you would have to submit reports to the boss above.

Java applications. Right from a simple colorpicker for your GUI

Right. Make this repetitive mundane task easy and as interesting as

solutions to complex scheduling and charting, managing tasks to

possible with VisualSoft FlexiReports.

data tabulation, these Java components are compatible with leading
IDEs such as VisualCafe, VisualAge Java, JBuilder, Forte For Java,

VisualSoft FlexiReports is not just another report generator. It brings

JDeveloper etc. VisualSoft JBPro Suite will save you time and cost

you never before supported features to add to your reports. It gives

in developing your applications.

you options of several report types. A heavy function loaded
‘Expression Editor’ for all your mathematical equations, formulae and

This suite includes

calculations.

VisualSoft JBProjectGantt, VisualSoft JBScheduler, VisualSoft

VisualSoft FlexiReports is a tool that can be used both by the beginner

JBCalendar, VisualSoft JBChart, VisualSoft JBGrid, VisualSoft Tree,

and the expert. Don’t be surprised VisualSoft FlexiReports now supports

VisualSoft JBList, VisualSoft JBSpin, VisualSoft JBTab and

your imagination fully.

VisualSoft JBColorPicker.
Creating reports will now be fun!
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VisualSoft Technologies

VisualSoft JBScheduler
Build powerful time & task management apps

VisualSoft JBGrid
Enrich your apps with multiple data display feature

JBScheduler provides a flexible interface that

JBGrid is a Java Bean for displaying data in a

can be customized and used in the

tabular format. Its efficient memory management

development environment. The best feature of

enables the user to add any number of cells using a

the component is ‘easy-to-use’ and helps track

variety of methods.It can be customized for type,

all schedules and contacts. It can be

color and font size. It can also accommodate other

customized to track appointments, prioritize tasks and schedule

Java components inside the cells. Supports customizable gridlines, grid

events. Different reminders for appointments, events and tasks can

foreground, background colors, grid font, row height, row width, intercell

be set. With JBScheduler information can be arranged in different tab

spacing and row margin.It is now available in both AWT and swing

views - Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly. The Address Book can be

version.

used to maintain business and personal addresses separately. It has a
built-in Memo Manager to conveniently store important information. It is
now available in both AWT and swing version .

VisualSoft JBCalendar
Enrich calendaring capabilities of your apps
JBCalendar is the right component for your

VisualSoft JBChart
Power your business presentations in the feature rich charts
JBChart is a fast and robust Java Bean that
helps develop sophisticated graphs and charts
easily and quickly. JBChart can be integrated
with any Java Bean compliant IDE and can also
be embedded in an applet for use in any Java
1.1 enabled browser. Multiple chart styles to present a given set of
data can be produced. Bar, line, pie, or area type charts representation

applications such as PIM, project management
tools or e-business.It is a highly customizable Java
Bean that has an easy to use interface, configurable
colors, size and supports several fonts.It has multiple
date formats and suppports background images for the calendar.It can be
set for monthly, quarterly, half yearly or yearly views. It is now available
in both AWT and swing version.
VisualSoft JBTree
Enrich user navigation

becomes easy. This component offers a customizable Property Editor
and a tool tip. Now available in both AWT and swing versions.

JBTree is an easy-to-use tree component that
helps customization of the contents in a hierarchical

VisualSoft JBProjectGantt
Build your PMI Application with ease
JBProjectGantt is a multi-feature Java Bean
that consists of Grid and Graph for managing
tasks. JBProjectGantt comes with a host of
customizable features that facilitate the building of highly creative
applications that require date-sensitive information. A user can enhance
efficiency with this component for displaying project tasks and status
while planning for a project. All tasks can be Added, Edited or Deleted
as desired. The Grid consists of rows and columns with headers. It
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displays row numbers for every row added to the grid. The Graph
reflects the proceedings of tasks that are in the Grid. Data can be
represented in a tabular form. The status of the entries made in the
Grid is displayed in a graphical manner.It is now available in both
AWT and swing version.
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manner or tree style. It is a multi-featured Bean
that facilitates versatile controls of interfaces and
applications.
It also supports internationalization, it can work well with any Java
IDEs. It facilitates adding, modifying and deleting nodes to parents
and expanding & collapsing the tree. Displaying different images for
folders is also enabled. It is now available in both AWT and swing
version .
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